Big News

Join Pittsburgh in Making Their City More Resilient
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The Thriving Earth Exchange is looking for an Earth or space scientist who can connect science to an integrated strategy that addresses Pittsburgh’s shocks and stresses.

Get Involved
The selected scientist will have broad scientific understanding and be able to connect Earth or space science to Pittsburgh’s real-world challenges.

Sign up now for the opportunity to attend the Strategy Kickoff meeting on Friday 5th June 2015!

Join the Conversation
Aren’t local to Pittsburgh but still inspired by the project? Share your ideas on how science can connect to one or more of Pittsburgh’s resilience challenges on our webpage!

Cool to Know
Community Connections Survey: Bringing Together Scientists and Local Voices

Union of Concerned Scientists

Share your experiences on the benefits and challenges of collaborations between scientists and communities by completing the Union of Concerned Scientists’ survey by June 1st 2015.

Take the survey

Share

Tales of Community Science
Read our new blog post written by a TEX volunteer!

Do you have a question for the TEX team? Send it our way and we could write a blog post in response!

Follow us